From Düsseldorf Airport to Bonn Central Station: Either
you take the train RE 5 to Koblenz via Bonn Central Station or you get to Düsseldorf Central Station (“Düsseldorf
Hauptbahnhof”) first and then take the IC to Offenburg via
Bonn Central Station (approx. 60 minutes).
From Frankfurt Airport to Bonn Central Station: Take the
IC to Bonn Central Station (less than two hours) or take
the ICE to “Siegburg/Bonn” and get on the tram (STR 66)
from “Siegburg Bahnhof” to “Bonn Hbf (tief)” (approx. 60
minutes in total).
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Research Unit Inductive Metaphysics
The overall purpose of the research unit is to develop a new
understanding of the nature and methodology of metaphysics. We argue that empirical sources and inductive forms
of inference do and should play a much more prominent
role in metaphysics than is typically acknowledged. We
will develop a systematic account of the role of empirical
premises and inductive inferences in metaphysics by taking
into account how metaphysics is actually done and by reflecting on relevant parts of the history of metaphysics.
Subgroups
The Research Programme of Inductive Metaphysics from
Gustav Theodor Fechner to Erich Becher and beyond
Münster
Creative Abductive Inference and Its Role for Inductive Metaphysics in Comparison to Other Metaphysical
Methods
Düsseldorf
Kant and Inductive Methods in 18th Century Metaphysics
Dortmund
Modality in Physics and Metaphysics
Bonn
Properties and Property Individuation
Cologne
Determinism, Control, and the Consequence Argument
Cologne
Statistical Causation, Intervention, and Freedom
Düsseldorf
indmet.weebly.com
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From Cologne/Bonn Airport to Bonn Central Station: Take
the bus (SB 60) to Bonn Central Station (“Bonn Hauptbahnhof”). It takes approximately 30 minutes.
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Inductive Metaphysics

Spacetime:
Fundamental or Emergent?
University of Bonn
26 – 28 October 2017
Speakers: Karen Crowther • Richard Dawid • Neil Dewar
• Michael Esfeld • Dennis Lehmkuhl • J. Brian Pitts •
James Read • Kian Salimkhani • Alastair Wilson • Christian
Wüthrich
Organizers: Andreas Bartels • Kian Salimkhani
***
Spacetime or spatiotemporal relations have traditionally
been considered as perfect candidates for fundamental entities or structures of reality. However, in modern physics and
philosophy this general agreement has been challenged by,
for example, physical theories that try to recover spacetime
as an emergent structure resulting in the current debate on
the (non-)fundamentality of spacetime.
With respect to this debate, our workshop attempts to explore three central aspects: First, what kind of entity is
spacetime? Is it essentially a geometrical entity, as the received view has it, or just a physical field that can be described by geometrical means? Is that field grounding other
physical fields, or is it rather one among many?
Second, this naturally evokes the question of what is involved in claims of fundamentality of physical entities, and
thus is connected to a current debate in the metaphysics
of science. We suggest that the issue of fundamentality
or emergence is where the general metaphysical status of
scientific entities is reflected within physics.
Third, the foregoing topics merge in the concrete question
of what different approaches to quantum gravity, like loop
quantum gravity, the spin-2 approach, or string theory, may
reveal about the status of spacetime. Is spacetime an emergent entity as most approaches seem to suggest? If so,
which concept of emergence will apply? We suggest that
these questions indicate how closely metaphysical issues
are entangled with the current development of physics.

Thursday, October 26

Friday, October 27

Saturday, October 28

Wolfgang Paul Saal

Josef Alois Schumpeter Raum

Josef Alois Schumpeter Raum

9:30 – 10:30

9:15 – 10:30

9:15 – 10:30

Registration

Christian Wüthrich, Geneva
Spacetime is as spacetime does

J. Brian Pitts, Cambridge
What represents space-time and what follows for
substantivalism vs. relationalism and for gravitational
energy?

Andreas Bartels, Bonn
Welcome

K Coffee Break

10:45 – 12:00

Dennis Lehmkuhl, Caltech
Is it possible for spacetime to be neither fundamental nor
emergent? Learning from Einstein’s path towards field
realism

10:45 – 12:00

K Coffee Break

Karen Crowther, Geneva
Fundamentality and emergence in quantum gravity

10:45 – 12:00




Richard Dawid, Stockholm
String theory, empirical equivalence and fundamentality

Lunch

Lunch

14:00 – 15:15

Neil Dewar, Munich
Noether’s theorems from the perspective of general
covariance
K Coffee Break
15:30 – 16:45

James Read, Oxford
Two miracles of general relativity

Lunch

14:00 – 15:15



Michael Esfeld, Lausanne
An argument for fundamental distance relations

13:00 – 15:00

Social Programme
K Coffee Break
15:30 – 16:45

Alastair Wilson, Birmingham
Dependence without spacetime
17:00 – 18:15

Kian Salimkhani, Bonn
Lorentz invariance and
spacetime

the

non-fundamentality

of

19:30



Conference Dinner
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10:30 – 10:45

